Trainee Medical Writer (0 - 2 years of experience)
Artificial Learning Systems India Pvt. Ltd. is looking for a Trainee Medical Writer (with 0
to 2 years of experience), who has excellent command over English, written and spoken.
Job Description: You will be required to





Take part in internal scientific research projects of Artelus, prepare research
papers, white papers, etc.
Work with client doctors/hospitals to prepare documents as per specification.
Maintain records for all assigned projects, including archiving.
Adhering to compliance procedures and internal / operational risk controls in
accordance with any and all applicable regulatory standards , requirements , and
policies

Candidate Profile:
Education: BSc/MSc in Biotechnology, Life Sciences or Bio-Chemistry from a Reputed
College.
Skills required:










Fresher with excellent command in written and spoken English and the ability to
clearly explain concepts to a layperson
Ability to analyze and absorb technical information quickly
Ability to multitask and demonstrate urgency and drive
Excellent time management skills and the ability to work in a deadline-driven
environment
Proficiency in MS Office (primarily Excel and Word)
Good online search and information verification skills
Open to learning new subjects and concepts while working with language
Open to participate and oversee team tasks and activities
Proactive in seeking information necessary for completing assigned tasks

Good to have: Knowledge about Embryology and Assisted Reproductive Technologies
(ART).
Job Type: Full time, permanent
Job Location: Bangalore

Who are we?
Artificial Learning systems (Artelus) is a 2 year young company, working in the Deep
Learning space to solve healthcare problems. The company seeks to make products,
which would complement the knowledge and assist clinicians in making faster and more
accurate diagnoses.
Our team comprises a group of dedicated scientists trying to make the world a healthier
place using the latest advances in computer science and machine learning and applying
it to the field of medicine and healthcare.
Why work with Artelus?
We are working on exciting new scientific developments in the area of healthcare, and
working with us will get you solid education whatever your level of experience. This is a
very exciting opportunity for a young scientist and we look forward to working with you
to help you to develop your skills in our R&D center.
What does working with Artelus mean to you?






Working in a high energy and challenging environment
Work with International clients
Work in cutting edge technologies
Be a part of an exciting path breaking project
Great environment to work in

